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Americans tune into a
morning, noon or nighttime
newscast with anchors
reading off teleprompters,
while reporters in different
locations dispatch the
news.
MSUM’s very own weekly
“Campus News” program is
just the same, minus the
reporters stationed in far-
off places such as
Baghdad.
“Campus News” employs
nearly 50 students from
MSUM. The program airs at
7 a.m. Saturdays on Prairie
Public Television. 
The show broadcasts to
nearly 20,000 viewers in
North Dakota, Minnesota
and parts of Canada. 
The students come from
five different broadcast
courses offered at MSUM





Stories include events in




Grindeland calls the show




involved in the show since
it began 22 years ago. He
said the show’s format is
always challenging.
Along with playing on
Prairie Public Television,
“Campus News” is broad-




working on “Campus News”
because it’s like a job, not a
class.
“The hardest part is mak-
ing time and filling that
time,” Poulson said. “You
can’t go under and you
can’t go over.”
Lee Rieber, another pro-
ducer, said doing the show
is very time-consuming.
Poulson points out that
for students going into
broadcast journalism,
Campus News is a great
experience. 
“Producers will recognize
stories you did in the past,”
Poulson said.
Co-anchor Martha
DeCrans started out as a
reporter and editor during
her first year at MSUM. She
also worked as a produc-
tion assistant for Fox News
in Fargo, and she currently
works as a producer and
reporter for Fox News.
DeCrans said the hardest
part of being an anchor is
“trying to not screw up
other people’s stories.”
The MSUM senior said
she was drawn to broad-
cast journalism because
it’s exciting and she gets to
meet many new people by
being a reporter.
“What you see at home is
what I see in person,”
DeCrans said. “I have to
make you feel like you’re
there.”
DeCrans anchors the
news program with MSUM
senior Lindsay Hartmann.
Last year Hartmann
worked as an anchor and
sports producer for
“Campus News.”
“It’s worth getting up in
the morning,” DeCrans
said. “It’s a big deal
because a lot of people are
involved in the program.” 
Chilly weather and lack of sleep did-
n’t stop a group of MSUM students
from letting the Minnesota legislature
know how they feel about recent
tuition hikes.
Fifty students boarded a bus at 2:30
a.m. last Wednesday to spend the day
at the State Capitol lobbying for high-
er education funding.
Lobby Day, an annual event spon-
sored by student senate and
Minnesota State University Student
Association, gives students the oppor-
tunity to speak with senators and rep-
resentatives about the needs of stu-
dents of higher education. 
This year’s platform included the
tuition freeze, a request for extra fund-
ing from the government to prevent
tuition from increasing yet again.
For many of the students in atten-
dance, the day was about taking a
stand and letting the legislature know
that students do take an active role in
their education. 
“It’s important to take a proactive
role in the way education is handled,”
sophomore Lori Swaser said. “If I don’t
stand up to get the best education I
can, who’s going to stand up for me?”
Students met with 40 legislators,
including Sen. Keith Langseth and
representatives Morrie Lanning and
Paul Marquart who represent the
Moorhead area.
Students spent the morning meeting
with legislators in groups of four and
five. Training sessions held before the
trip gave the student lobbyists an idea
of what to expect when they entered a
legislator’s office. 
After the morning meetings, MSUM
students joined other MnSCU schools
in a rally on the Capitol steps. With a
host of colorful signs and chants of “2,
4, 6, 8, We’re the future of the state”
the rally continued into the afternoon.
Although she was cold and tired at
the end of the day, Swaser said the
experience was worth it. 
“Regardless of what happens, we
made our voices heard.”
Students lobby at Capitol
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back from injury to
qualify for nationals.
As the simple yet bright posters
exclaim, the Communications Summit is
coming. 
To get people’s attention and pique
curiosity, the Ad Club, which organized





of the Ad Club saw
former advertising
recruiting director
Brad Karsh speak at
the first student
advertising confer-
ence in Chicago. She
was so impressed
she decided they needed to do whatever
they could to bring him to MSUM. 
“He really knew what he was talking
about,” Myrmel said.
“You have a vision of the ad world being
cold and unfriendly, but Brad’s really
warm,” Schiff said. 
From there, the club built around
Karsh’s visit to create what is now
known as the Communications Summit. 
Mike Nowatzki, a reporter for The
Forum, will kick-start the day at 9 a.m.
in the CMU by presenting practical infor-
mation about how journalism, advertis-
ing and public relations work together. 
“It’s stuff you don’t learn in the class-
room,” Myrmel said.
Schiff hopes the day’s events will help
create a bridge between the two worlds. 
The summit is also a great opportunity
for advertising and public relations pro-
fessionals to reach out to students to 
help them learn about the fields and
gain confidence in their job searches,
Myrmel said. 
“They really want more of a connection
with our students,” Schiff said. 
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Diving back in








Students gather outside the Capitol in






Videographer Brittany Moen and reporter Keith Newerla work on a story about Rover’s
Playground for Campus News. The news program airs Saturdays on PBS.
PHOTOS BY JAY PICKTHORN/THE ADVOCATE
Students begin local news program
Menk can be reached at
angel_girl20047@hotmail.com.
NEWS BRIEFS













Fire alarm sounding in the
Higher Education Center.
Fire alarm sounding in the
Higher Education Center.
Fire alarm sounding in
Snarr.
911 hang-up in MacLean.
Vandalism outside
Neumaier.






Liquor law violation in
Dahl.
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Join in the Relay
for Life 2005
Students interested in join-
ing the fight against cancer
can contact Missy Jennings
at mhjennin@cord.edu to be a
part of the Relay for Life 2005.




Bucky Burgau will lead a
seminar titled “On the Ball
with Bucky” at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Nemzek 101.  
Burgau will inform students
how to make better ethical
decisions both on the athletic
field and in their professional
field. 
All students are invited to
attend, and treats and bever-
ages will be provided. Door
prizes will be awarded period-
ically throughout the seminar,
and the first four people
through the door will receive
FM Jets hockey tickets.  
This event is free and open
to the public. For more infor-
mation, contact Laura Bogen-





The Advocate is seeking an
advertising representative. 
To apply, contact The
Advocate at 477-2551, e-mail
at advocate@mnstate.edu or




Fiola will take students on a
study tour of Brazil May 20
through June 3. Students
may enroll for one to three
credits. Informational ses-
sions in April will prepare stu-
dents for the trip with back-
ground and language infor-
mation.
For more information, con-
tact Fiola at 477-2584.
Anthropology professor
Bruce Roberts will lead a
study trip to Tanzania May 16
through June 3. Some of the
highlights include visiting
areas of dormant volcanic
craters and the Olduvai
Gorge.
For more information, con-
tact Roberts at 477-2043.
Workshop offered
for teaching majors
Career Services is holding an
interviewing skills workshop
from 4 to 5 p.m. today
(Thursday) in CMU 208. A
specialist will be available to




Doug Ming from the
Johnson Space Center will












scientists tracking the discov-
ery of water on the surface of
Mars.
The presentation is free and




The 5th annual penny com-
petition sponsored by
Volunteer Visions will be held
next week. All donations will
go to help tsunami victims.
Donated pennies will add
points to a team’s total, silver
coins and dollars will sub-





clubs of MSUM, Concordia
and NDSU present “Rock the
World” dance night with
dance music from around the
world. The dance is 9 p.m. to




There will be several upcom-
ing events to celebrate Black
History Month.
The Black Student Alliance
will hold a movie night at 7
p.m. Monday in CMU 227.
They will show “A Raisin in
the Sun.” 
Poet Philip Bryant, author of
“Sermon on a Perfect Spring
Day: Poems” will do a poetry
reading and jazz performance
at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Library Porch.
Mixed Blood Theatre pre-
sents “Daughters of Africa,” a
commemoration of pride,
determination and courage
will be at 7 p.m. Feb. 28 in
CMU 227.




Lynn Peterson and Anita
Bender will host “Queer Talk”
at noon Thursdays in Hendrix
Health Center 104. Come to
share experiences and learn




The MSUM English depart-
ment and NDSU’s English
Graduate Teaching Assistant
Organization will host an aca-
demic conference from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday in





showcase papers and presen-
tations in the field of English.
Join MSUM
women’s lacrosse
The women’s lacrosse team
is looking for new members.
For more information on
joining the team, e-mail Amy
Wahlin at amy_wahlin02@
yahoo.com or Jolene Thorne
at ladydragonlacrosse@hot-




The Miss America and Miss
North Dakota Organizations
present the Miss Fargo and
Miss Red River Valley scholar-
ship pageants.
Females ages 18 to 24 who
are not married and are North
Dakota residents are welcome
to enter.
For more information, con-
tact Merrie Sue Holtan at
299-4305.
While many college-aged stu-
dents choose not to vote or
participate in politics, two
MSUM alumni are in
Washington, D.C. learning
how they can use the political
process to make a difference. 
Sen. Kent Conrad selected
Sarah Sayler and Erin
Williams to serve as interns
from January through the
beginning of May at his
Washington office. 
For several years, Sayler and
Williams have dreamed of
working on the East Coast.
Both women are also interest-
ed in politics and social policy. 
Sayler, a native of Hebron,
N.D., graduated in Dec. 2004
with a bachelor’s degree in
political science and a minor
in mass communications.
Williams, a native of Ashby
Minn., graduated in Dec. 2004
with a bachelor’s degree in
social work. 
Andrew Conte, Sayler’s polit-
ical science adviser, informed
her of the internship opportu-
nity. She applied and encour-
aged her friend Williams to
apply as well. 













her internship opportunity. 
“They know it’s always been
a dream of mine,” Sayler said. 
So far Sayler and Williams
have loved their internship
experience. They have both
had the opportunity to deal
with Conrad’s constituents by
answering the phone, attend-
ing congressional briefings,
giving tours, conducting
research, as well as helping
legislative assistants and
press people. 
Sayler said the most impor-
tant learning experiences for
her are getting the first hand
experience with the workings
of the government and dealing
with constituents. “The
hands-on experience is the
biggest thing,” she said. 
She also enjoys working with
the members of Conrad’s staff.
“They’re all really friendly,”
Sayler said. “Sometimes I for-
get I’m in D.C. It feels like I’m
back in North Dakota.” 
Although Sayler has done a
lot of sightseeing and attended
an orchestra concert at the
Kennedy Center, she said
meeting Conrad for the first
time has been her favorite
experience so far. 
“He’s very friendly, very
down-to-earth,” she said. “I
feel very lucky to have gotten
this opportunity to work with
him.” 
Sayler has also been chosen
to represent the state of North
Dakota at the Cherry Blossom
Festival, an annual event in
April celebrating the friend-
ship of Japan and the United
States. She will march in the
C h e r r y









J a p a n .
During the
festival, a wheel with the
names of the states is spun. If
the wheel lands on North
Dakota, she will represent the
United States on a trip to
Japan.
Sayler would like to work as
a human rights lobbyist after
her internship is finished and
she believes the experiences
she is having will help her
with that goal. She is also
interested in working for
Conrad in North Dakota. 
The internship experience in
Washington, D.C. appears to
have fulfilled, for now, both
Sayler’s and William’s dreams
of working on the East Coast
as both women are planning
to seek jobs in North Dakota
or Minnesota. 
“I really like it out here, but I
don’t know if I could learn to
drive a car out here,” Williams
said with a laugh. Williams
and Sayler live in intern
dorms directly across the
street from Conrad’s office. 
Williams would like to get a
job in social work assisting the
underprivileged when she fin-
ishes her internship. She said
she would also like to get more
involved in politics, “but more
on a volunteer basis I think,
though.”
Williams served on the stu-
dent senate while at MSUM,
and she has worked in several
social services-related jobs.
She said that while Sen.
Conrad’s office prefers to
select North Dakotans as
interns her political and social
experience were exactly what
they were looking for. 
She said social work deals a
lot with social policy and that
experience has helped her. 
“You learn how policy affects
individuals on a day to day
basis,” Williams said.  
Williams said she would like
to gain a broader knowledge of
the inside workings of the gov-
ernment during her intern-
ship. “That’s what I’m getting,
so it’s great,” she said. 
Students who are interested
in interning for Conrad can
obtain more information and
an application form at
www.conrad.senate.gov. There
are internship opportunities
with Conrad’s offices in
Washington, D.C., Bismarck,
Fargo, Grand Forks and
Minot.
“I would definitely encourage
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Sarah Sayler (above) and Erin Williams (right) are spending the
spring semester interning with Sen. Kent Conrad. While in D.C.,
Sayler and Williams learn about political process.






get I’m in D.C. It feels






Two MSUM alumni study the political process through
internship with Sen. Conrad in Washington, D.C.
Campus Activities Board presents
comedian Eric O’Shea at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Underground.
His performance is free.
O’Shea has been nominated for
the National College Comedian of
the Year twice and has headlined at
over 500 college campuses across
the country, performing his unique
brand of comedy. He has also
appeared on NBC and VH-1.
Specializing in clean and “think-
ing” comedy, O’Shea relates stories
from his childhood, sharing in
experiences everyone can identify
with—family reunions, board
games, surviving mom and embar-
rassing and awkward moments. He
also performs original stories and
celebrity impressions.
Eric’s clean wit and clever obser-
vations have earned him respect
and recognition on campuses
across the country.
For more information about
upcoming CAB events, visit them





There is one thing it seems everyone loves to
do: complain.
College students are expert complainers. We
complain about rising tuition, fee increases,
slippery sidewalks, Kise food, subpar profes-
sors and everything else that strikes our
fancy.
But not many of us take action beyond our
complaints. We are content to moan and
groan, but we never get out of our chairs to do
anything about it.
That needs to change. Students can get
involved in many ways. If you think your
tuition is too high, why didn’t you join student
senate members on their trip to St. Paul to
lobby legislators for the tuition freeze 
proposal?
Sick of fee increases? Vote in student senate
elections. Or better yet, run for office.
Too lazy to run for office? How about some-
thing you can do without leaving the comfort
of your home—e-mail or call your legislators.
State and federal senators and representatives
have addresses where they can be reached, as
do student senators. What’s stopping you from
dropping them a letter to say, “Hey, I’m here,
and things could be better”?
Two MSUM alumni, Sarah Sayler and Erin
Williams, are taking their civic responsibility
seriously by working as interns for Sen. Kent
Conrad. They’re spending six months of their
lives working to better our country. Is 10 min-
utes of your time too much to ask?
In North Dakota, contact Sen. Kent Conrad,
Sen. Byron Dorgan and Rep. Earl Pomeroy.
In Minnesota, contact federal representatives
Sen. Norm Coleman, Sen. Mark Dayton and
Rep. Collin Peterson. Contact state represen-
tatives Rep. Morrie Lanning, Sen. Keith
Langseth Rep. Paul Marquart and Gov. Tim
Pawlenty.
Think about this: there are 9,000 students on
campus. What would happen if every single
student took the time to send a letter to one of
our lawmakers? Nine thousand voices raised
together would make one heck of a lot of noise.
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Advocate editorial
Stop whining,










The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those 
of the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages Letters to the Editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any affilia-
tions. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to MSUM
Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office 
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
Thursday, Feb. 17, 2005
Letters to the Editor
Kick cupid to the curb
Whew! Another
Valentine’s Day has come
and gone. The quaint hol-
iday seems to offer up
nothing more than a
dialectic divide between
the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-
nots.’ The end result is
that while cupid may be
willing to shoot his
arrows at any two students,
some people just cannot help
feeling like a winner or a loser
on Valentine’s Day. 
My own electronic mail is
filled with announcements
reminding me to buy gifts for
my lover. 
Television advertisements
almost openly announce that
buying expensive jewelry is the
surest way to shorten the
evening delay for sexual inter-
course. 
For the haves, all these
Valentine’s Day public rituals
allow them to have a day
where life seems to make a lit-
tle more sense. On every other
day, the haves and the have-
nots are trying to get through
the chaos of life and the trou-
bles, turmoil, pain and preju-
dices that it brings. 
Valentine’s Day reminds the
haves that despite everything
that is bad about life, they can
look at their girlfriend or
boyfriend and be reminded
that the love they have is
beautiful and somehow makes
sense in a crazy world. 
The have-nots can’t help but
treat Valentine’s Day as a day
where they feel alone. The
have-nots may keep a public
stiff upper lip, they may out-
wardly reject the holiday for its
commercialization or say they
do not need anyone special in
their lives. 
The reality is that deep
down inside they are
lonely. They long to be a
little bit more like the
couple on television or
down the hall. 
Having a girl or a guy
who wants to be with
you, who shares in your
mutual love and
respect, who can hold your
hand as you move through life,
is part of what makes life
worth living. It may sound
incredibly corny, but people
really do need other people.
For my part, Valentine’s Day
was just another day for me.
My apartment’s plumbing is
terrible, and my kitchen sink
has been overflowing with
water, thus leaving a slippery
mess for me. 
I thought Drano had fixed the
problem, but apparently the
only thing it’s actually good for
is suicide. 
As I am soaking wet, I 
As a student of MSUM’s the-
ater department, I was dis-
turbed by statements and
comments made in an article
in the Arts and Entertainment
section in last week’s
Advocate.
The story was about two
MSUM theater majors who
started their own production
company. The story stated:
“The two theater majors
became frustrated with the
male-dominated theater
scene.” There were also com-
ments made by one of the stu-
dents that stated: “Shows that
MSUM does are primarily for
men,” and “Women don’t get a
lot of stage time.”
This letter is going to show
you that these comments are
not only unfair, but they are
also not based on fact. I have
looked at some of our plays in
the past three years that have
been performed during the
main-stage and our summer
season.
The show that was stated in
the article, “The Taming of the
Shrew,” did only have two
female leads. However, what
the student failed to tell you
was that there were 12 women
onstage at all times, which
means these 12 women were
seen by the audience more
than the lead women. These
women were stage fighters,
different characters in the
play and musicians. Three
women won awards from our
region for the work they did in
this show.
Here are some other facts:
“Into the Woods” has 12
women and seven men.
“Honk!” had 13 women and
six men. “All My Sons” had
four women and five men.
“Sleeping Beauty” had 14
women and 10 men. “A Lie of
the Mind” had four women
and four men.
Sometimes, our department
does do shows that are gen-
der-heavy on one side. “1776”
had 27 men and two women.
A lot of the men in this show
were also non-majors and
even faculty members.
“Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead” had
11 men and seven women.
However, we do shows that
reflect women as well. “Anton
in Show Business” had seven
women and zero men. “Steel
Magnolias” had six women
and zero men. “The Odd
Couple,” (The New Version)
had six women and two men.
Our department also offers
opportunities other than
main-stage shows. We have
student-directed one-acts,
and the theater troupe,
Shaving It Bare, holds com-
pletely student-run showcas-
es for all people of this univer-
sity throughout the year. Our
improv troupe travels
throughout this area perform-
ing for different programs.
I believe that the student’s
comments came at an inter-
esting time. We just cast our
production of “The Vagina
Monologues.” There are 24
women and zero men. Last
year, more than 400 people
from this campus and com-
munity saw “The Vagina
Monologues.” The women of
our department raised more
than $1,200 for the Rape and
MSUM theater offers opportunity for all
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Valentine’s Day doesn’t have to be a downer
President Bush has
released his projected
budget, which was sent
to Congress, and law-
makers will undoubted-
ly, debate it in the next
few months.  
The fiscal year official-
ly starts Oct. 1, 2005,
leaving plenty of time
for discussion and dispute
within the walls of Congress
over the $2.5 trillion budget
proposal. 
This “lean budget” is full of
holes. 
There are severe cuts in 12 of
the 23 government agencies,
including the Environmental
Protection Agency, which
would receive a 5.6 percent
decrease in funding, loans to
states for quality protection
projects would significantly
drop and funding to improve
unkempt infrastructure for
water systems would decrease
by 83 percent; the Department
of Energy would have spend-
ing cut for cleaning up
radioactive contamination and
hazardous waste in 31 states.  
The budget does not include
the cost of overhauling Social
Security or with a supplemen-
tal request for $81 billion for
operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan. 
In total this budget seeks
$137 billion less over the next
10 years for federal-state
mandatory programs. 
The two key issues Bush has
made a point to emphasize in
the first few months of his sec-
ond term, Iraq and
Social Security, con-
sequently, are not
included in the bud-
get. 
I feel like I am in a
bad dream with a
salesman pushing
tainted merchandise.
I have tried to remain
optimistic. I have tried to put
aside my misgivings after the
election in November and
allow this second term presi-
dent a second chance.   
Now, as a student and as
someone who will be impacted
directly by the fiscal decisions
made by lawmakers in
Washington, it feels like I am
being deliberately misled.  
We are now being pressured
to choose between two anti-
thetical paths, one that would
allow for affordable healthcare
and a safety net to keep
retired citizens from poverty;
or a small government that
would have a tax code that
protects the wealthiest
Americans at the expense of
the hard-working middle class
and the poor.  
The voices of those individu-
als who aren’t merely raging
against the injustices, have
helped me through the times
of doubt but they communi-
cate a way to change the
injustices they see. 
In the media it is rare to find
individuals who can do so in a
candid way that causes one to
look inside and say, “What
can I do?”  
A couple of weeks ago I read
an op/ed piece by Bill Moyers
in the Star Tribune that was
insightful and appropriate for
what I have been feeling lately.
In a personal yet very honest
piece delving into the paradox
of the current societal trend
toward mixing theology, ideol-
ogy and policy-making,
Moyers worries about what
kind of legacy he will leave for
the generations after him. 
He worries about his grand-
children and family that will
have to pick up the pieces.  
During my own time of cyni-
cism, I cling to these words:
“The will to fight is the anti-
dote to despair, the cure for
cynicism and the answer to
those faces looking back at me
from those photographs on my
desk. What we need is what
the ancient Israelites called
hochma—the science of the
heart ... the capacity to see, to
feel and then to act as if the
future depended on you.”  
Our future depends on what
we choose to do now.  
Apartment safety
deposits seem like a
great idea. 
Fork over a few extra
dollars at the begin-
ning of a new lease,
and as long as every-
thing’s in order when
you move out, you get
your money back. 
Even if your landlord keeps
some of the deposit because
there were a few damages left
behind, it’s still a good deal. 
You should be held responsi-
ble for damages you
cause,besides, that money
was set aside a long time ago,
so you don’t really miss it any-
way. It’s a great system, right? 
Maybe. Maybe not.
Bear with me here. When
you move into a new apart-
ment, not only do you pay
your safety deposit but you
also walk through the apart-
ment and document every
imperfection. That way you
won’t get charged for some-
thing you didn’t do. 
So, here’s my question: why
do some apartments have
stained carpets and flawed
walls? 
It’s safe to assume that the
stains and flaws resulted from
one of the apartment’s previ-
ous residents. It’s also safe to





So why weren’t the
damages repaired?
Isn’t that the reason
safety deposit money
gets kept? 
Something doesn’t line up
here because now I come
along and have to live with a
stained carpet the landlord
chose not to fix—even though
he or she kept money because
of it. 
Not to mention that when
deposit money gets kept for
damages yet damages remain,
the value of that particular
apartment goes down.
I don’t think there’s anything
illegal going on here. There
probably aren’t any laws
requiring landlords to remove
all stains and flaws before new
renters move in. But when the
value of an apartment goes
down, I think the rent should
too. 
Think about it. Three parties
are affected by this situation:
the landlord, the previous res-
ident and the incoming resi-
dent. The landlord gets to
keep deposit money but does-
n’t have to repair anything
with it, the previous resident
justly pays for his or her own
mistakes, and the incoming
resident gets stuck paying the
same rent for an apartment
that’s not quite as nice as it
used to be.
The person moving in sure
gets the short end of the stick. 
Granted, we all have the
right to reject any apartment
we choose. I mean if a stained
carpet’s a deal-breaker for me,
I can politely say no thanks
and look for another apart-
ment. But sometimes it’s not
that easy, and more impor-
tantly, I shouldn’t have to look
for another apartment. Things
should have been taken care
of already.
Having said all this, what
can be done about it?
Probably not much. 
But I for one will ask my next
landlord about any and all
carpet stains and flaws I see.
And if any of my deposit
money is kept when I move
out, I’ll make sure my money’s
being used to fix my mistakes.
Bush’s budget bound to be debated
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What do you think of the budget?
E-mail Kit 
at kitless20@hotmail.com.
Carpet stains soil renting experience
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More than 15 female performers will
convene Saturday, with various
instruments and styles. They will per-
form to benefit young women in the
area who are interested in the arts.
The eighth annual Celebration of
Women and Their Music will be held
Saturday at the Fargo Theatre in down-
town Fargo.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. and the cel-
ebration begins at 7 p.m.
Local blues singer, chef and caterer
Deb Jenkins founded the celebration
in 1998 when she wanted to get
women musicians together to perform.
The purpose of the event is to raise
money for a Fargo-Moorhead Area
Foundation endowment fund. The
endowment provides a cash award to a
high school woman in the arts,
whether musical, literary, dance, culi-
nary or visual. 
“The main idea (of the endowment) is
to recognize a young woman in the
community from older women,”
Jenkins said. The idea is to also be a
mentor for younger women who are
into the arts, she said.
The musicians, none of whom are
paid for their performances, are each
allowed seven minutes on stage.
Each year there is a variety of music
performed, from classical to rock. This
year, Lisa Lee Sawyer of Fargo will act
as master of ceremonies.
The recipients of the sixth annual
endowment are presented their
awards during the performance. This
year’s winners are Fargo South High
School senior Megan Eckman, who will
display her artwork in the theater, and
West Fargo High School senior Danika
Vigesaa, who will sing during the per-
formance.
“(Jenkins) could obviously have given
the proceeds of this event to a local
organization or even kept them for her
own production company, and I think
it really shows her character to start
something brand new and give anoth-
er artist a hand up in the world,” said
MSUM senior Ruth Meberg of
Guitarmeggedon. “We are extremely
proud to play in this show and give a
little bit more to our community with
our music.”
She and her bandmates, MSUM
senior Amy Bateman and NDSU senior
Joel Thompson will perform at the cel-
ebration. 
“It just gets better every year, and I
just don’t know how it can get that
way,” Jenkins said. The celebration is
not just for women to attend, but it is
about women and their music, she
said. A core group of musicians and
backstage workers return each year to
help and perform along with many
newcomers to the stage.
“There is a great variety of perform-
ers, and I’m always excited to hear
other women in Fargo-Moorhead. The
sad thing is that this is (the) only type
of concert that we have all year. These
ladies need to get out (and) make their
mark on the music scene in this
town,” Meberg said.
Ticket prices are $10 for students,
$15 for adults and VIP reserved sec-
tion for $25. VIP tickets include a post
party meet-and-greet with the artists
over wine and hors d’oeuvres.
“It is truly remarkable to see so many
women with so many talents assem-
bled under one roof like this, and the
Fargo Theatre is the best venue in the
area. I guarantee that anybody who
enjoys blues, jazz, classical, rock, pop,




Roe can be reached
at roera@mnstate.edu.
MSUM seniors Ruth Meberg, left, and Amy Bateman, members of
Guitarmeggedon, will perform during the eighth annual Celebration of Women and
Their Music at 7 p.m. Saturday at the Fargo Theatre.
Celebration of Women
Photo by ASHLEY THORNBERG
Musicians unite to promote young artists
KATHRYN YOUNG/THE ADVOCATE
MSUM professor Konrad Cyznski
teaches humanity and world religion to
college students. But to children bare-
ly old enough to read, he is known as
“Yadu the Famous Narrator.”
With this alias and help from his
friends Bonnie and Stephen Simon, as
well as the musical talents of the
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Yadu
could become a common household
name through the release of the CD
collection “Stories in Music.”
The series aims to tell listeners a
story narrated by Czynski with back-
ground music provided by Simon and
the orchestra. 
According to Czynski, the music often
provides the mood of the story and
personality of the character (i.e., a
trumpet can be used to emulate the
laugh of a burly man).
Included with the CD is a colorful
booklet arranged by Bonnie Simon
that provides background information
on the story, music, composer and
author. Listeners will also hear the
same information, alternated between
Bonnie and Stephen, on the CD
tracks.
“It’s meant to be an educational
instrument,” Czynski said. “We’re try-
ing to help kids appreciate music.”
The first book in the series, which
was written and released by Virginia
Lee Burton in fall 2004, is titled “Mike
Mulligan and His Steam Shovel.”
It tells the tale of an Irish-American
worker whose steam shovel is put out
of work to make way for electrical and
power shovels.
“Stephen loved ‘Mike Mulligan,’”
Czynski said. “It was read to his sons
when they were young, so it’s a labor of
love for him to compose.”
The journey to make these CDs
began more than a decade ago with the
christening of Czynski as Yadu by the
Simons’ first son Basil.
“When Basil was learning to speak,
he couldn’t say all the parts of
‘Konrad.’ From what he could say, he
ended up calling me ‘Yadu,’” Czynski
said. The nickname stuck in the Simon
family.
Then in 1990, Bonnie and Stephen
approached Czynski to do some nar-
rating for a children’s music concert
they were putting on. Although reluc-
tant, he decided to give it a try. One
concert eventually led to another, and
he soon found himself narrating in the
2,400-seat Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts once a year for a
decade. 
It was through these performances
that the name Yadu became known
outside the Simon household.
“Stephen said that I needed a stage
name, so why not Yadu? He then intro-
duced me to the kids as Yadu the
Famous Narrator,” Czynski said. “I was
really overwhelmed since I wasn’t
famous at all.”
Famous or not, he hasn’t gone by
anything else every since. On the CD
case, one won’t find Czynski’s real
name in the list of contributors, only
Yadu the Famous Narrator.
Of his audiences, he said, “Kids are a
tough audience, but they’ll ask for
your autograph. The parents are also
really appreciative.”
If it weren’t for Stephen, however,
Czynski’s voice may never have narrat-
ed beyond live performances. When
the Simons began working on record-
ing some of their concerts, they were
encouraged to hire Billy Crystal to be
the narrator.
“They were told that a big name
would help sell more CDs,” Czynski
said. “Stephen didn’t want that
though. He believed that a celebrity
would outshine the music and the
story. Adults might also buy the CD for
themselves and not for their children.”
In the end, Yadu won out over
Crystal.
Apparently the choice paid off
because “Stories in Music” has since
become a hit. According to Czynski,
more than 1,000 copies have been sold
thus far. “Mike Mulligan” has also won
a handful of awards, including a
Parents’ Choice Award.  
Last month, the recording was listed
as one of the 2005 American Library
Association’s Notable Children’s
Recordings. Czynski hopes that having
received these awards will get the word
out about the series, encouraging
schools and libraries to buy a copy.
The next CD in the “Stories in Music”
series is “Casey at the Bat,” which will
be released Feb. 20—just in time for
the baseball season.  Two other titles,
“Juanita the Spanish Lobster” and a
new narration of the Disney-popular-
ized “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice,” are
expected to be released some time in
the near future.
According to Czynski, the music for
both CDs is finished, but the booklets
have yet to be done because that takes
a while longer.
Czynski said he looks forward to per-
forming locally. “Fargo-Moorhead is far
more congenial than (New York),” he
added.
Czynski has spoken to Bill Law, exec-
utive director of the Fargo-Moorhead
Symphony Orchestra, and a plan to
perform “Mike Mulligan” is in the
works. 
Until then, the Stories in Music col-
lection can be purchased at local book-
stores and on Amazon.com. 
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at meehlhke@mnstate.edu.
Professor educates, engages children
through classical music and storytelling
Jauhola can be reached
at rbfg26@yahoo.com.
By K. MEEHLHAUSE / A. JAUHOLA
Staff Writers
Professor Konrad Cyznski recently released  an educational CD series “Stories in
Music.” His young audience knows Cysnski as “Yadu, the Famous Narrator.”
In celebration of Black History
Month, poet Philip Bryant, author of
“Sermon on a Perfect Spring Day”
(New Rivers Press, 1998) will read his
poetry and perform jazz at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Library Porch.
The program is co-sponsored by
MSUM’s Cultural Diversity Events
Fund and the Black Student
Alliance.
MSUM English professor Mark Vinz
edited Bryant’s poems while working
on the New Rivers Press board. 
“He’s an old friend and a delight to
work with,” Vinz said.  “I certainly
like his poems, especially for the
ways they so successfully invoke a
particular family, time and place.
Indeed, that was why I volunteered to
do the editing in the first place.”
Bryant was born in Chicago in 1951
and earned a bachelor of arts in
English from Gustavus Adolphus
College in St. Peter, Minn. in 1973
and a masters in creative writing
from Columbia University School of
Arts in 1975.
Bryant has taught English at
Gustavus Adolphus College since
1989. 
Tuesday’s reading will feature jazz
cuts from the 1950s and ’60s and
excerpts from his latest poetry book.
Bryant’s work has been praised in
the American Poetry Review, Indiana
Review and Iowa Review.
MacMurchy can be reached
at db_mac@hotmail.com.












Afroman with DJ Rumble
House of Rock, Fargo
Sunday, 9 p.m.
“Fresh Voices: New American
Piano Music”











Sarah Chaussee has a busy few weeks
ahead of her, but considering the obsta-
cles she’s already overcome, she’ll be
ready for anything.
The sophomore diver will compete in the
North Central Conference meet
Wednesday through Saturday in Omaha,
Neb. 
The NCC is the strongest swimming and
diving conference in the nation, and
MSUM coach Todd Peters said the con-
ference is particularly difficult for diving.
“Diving is strong in this area in high
school. A lot of college teams are willing
to put the resources into it that a lot of
other schools won’t,” he said. 
Two-hour practices Monday through
Friday have helped Chaussee train for
the meet. 
“We’ve been preparing for a long time,”
she said. “I think the team feels ready
too.”
Divers will do 10 different dives on the
1-meter and 11 on the 3-meter with the
top six divers advancing to the finals for
six more dives.
So far this year, Chaussee is MSUM’s
only qualifier for the NCAA Division II
national championships. She received
her qualifying score in the 1-meter at the
Minnesota State Mankato dual Jan. 28.
She was surprised by the news.
“If she can do well at the conference
meet, she’ll do well at the national meet,”
Peters said. “It’s a confidence booster for
her.”
Sixteen of the 24 women competing
have qualified for nationals.
“A lot of the girls have me beat on
paper,” Chaussee said. “(But) one dive
can set anybody back.” She plans to sim-
ply focus on what she’s doing and not on
the other competition.
“We’re all really close in ability,”
Chaussee said. “I’ve beaten some girls,
and then they’ve smoked me.
Competition isn’t nasty.”
Last season Chaussee and then-fresh-
man Brooke Wehri were the first MSUM
divers to advance to nationals in the pro-
grams’ seven-year history.
When Peters first told Chaussee that
she received a qualifying score, she didn’t
believe it and didn’t think she belonged
with the other qualifiers.
“When you’re always diving with the
very best, you don’t realize how good you
are,” Peters said. “It can be pretty intimi-
dating to adjust to the college level. She
really didn’t think she belonged at the
national level until she got there.”
Her national qualification last year has
increased her confidence this year, Peters
said.
“She was able to push herself a little
more and learn some more dives,” he
said.
However, at the national competition
last March, Chaussee suffered her first
diving injury. 
It was the first and only time in her
career she hit the board on a dive. And it
couldn’t have come at a worse time.
While warming up with a reverse dive at
the national championships, she frac-
tured the tips of two fingers on both
hands. One finger required surgery
because the knuckle was completely
shattered.
Chaussee knew it could have been
worse. “I almost cracked my head,” she
said.
After the accident, Chaussee had to sit
out the remainder of the season. She
hadn’t gotten back into the pool until this
past September.
“(Her accident) made her more deter-
mined,” Peters said. “There’s that fear
factor, but she’s been able to work
through that. It’s part of diving. 
Concordia-St. Paul knew
when and how to hurt MSUM.
The Golden Bears controlled
all the important aspects of
the game in their 75-66 victo-
ry against MSUM on Saturday
in NSIC women’s basketball at
the Gangelhoff Center.
Concordia caused more
turnovers, got to the free-
throw line more and most
importantly, outrebounded
the Dragons, who have a 10
rebound a game average over
their opponents this season.
MSUM coach Karla Nelson
said the worst part about the
loss was how the Golden
Bears burned the Dragons on
the offensive boards.
Concordia, which entered
the game ranked No. 7 in the
NCAA Division II North
Central Region, outrebounded
MSUM, which came in at No.
4, 40-37, but gave itself sec-
ond chances on the offensive
end, hauling in 18 offensive
boards.
“I was pretty concerned
about that coming in,” Nelson




became the school’s all-time
leading scorer with her 12
points. Pozzani has 1,472
career points.
“Pozzani gave them a great
effort on both ends,” Nelson
said.
Golden Bears senior Carly
Christensen notched a game-
high 22 points and grabbed
seven rebounds.
MSUM sophomore center
Jessica Fesenmaier scored 12
points and pulled down a
game-high nine rebounds
while senior Dana Weibel
scored 13 points and dished
out four steals.
Seniors Jackie Doeer and
Jenny Thon each scored 11
points while freshman Allison
Swenson came off the bench
to score 10 points.
Swenson hit a 3-pointer with
2 minutes, 15 seconds left in
the second half to pull the
Dragons within four, 70-66.
It would turn out to be
MSUM’s final points of the
game.
Fouls, turnovers and four
missed shots sealed the win
for Concordia, which connect-
ed on 5 of 6 free throws in the
final minute.
“That part is disappointing
but the effort was pretty
good,” Nelson said.
Dragons trounce Warriors
Fesenmaier scored 21 points
as MSUM earned an 81-60
victory against Winona State
on Friday at McCown Gym.
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Golden Bears exploit Dragons’ weaknesses in win
MSUM sophomore Sarah Chaussee qualified for the NCAA Division II national tour-
nament last year, but broke four fingers in a warm up. Now she’s headed back to







Diver overcomes injury, heads back to nationals
CONCORDIA 75, MSUM 66
Concordia held MSUM scoreless 
for the final 2 minutes, 15 seconds
of the game to secure the win.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
IN THE POOL with Sarah Chaussee







MSUM continued to disappoint, los-
ing games against Winona State 76-
75 at the buzzer Friday and dropping
their sixth in a row against
Concordia-St. Paul 70-63 in NSIC
men’s basketball.
The Dragons have








win the game. 
“Losing like this is
frustrating, know-
ing that we have the




game we make the





took an early lead over the Warriors
(16-9, 7-2), staying ahead the entire
first half. 
At halftime, the Dragons held on to a
39-34 lead thanks to an impressive
first half by freshman guard Blake
Strouth, who finished with 13 points.
The game continued its intensity
throughout the second half, with the
point margin never being larger more
than 10. 
Senior forwards Chris Anderson,
Deandre Buchanan and Eddie Small
found rhythm in the second half, col-
lectively scoring 41 points. 
“The seniors especially performed
well, considering the Winona game’s
hostile environment,” Engen said.
As the second half played out, the
lead changed hands seven times. With
four seconds to play, Buchanan tied
the game at 74 with a layup. 
A foul by the Warriors gave put
Anderson at the line. He missed the
first free-throw but made the second
to give the Dragons a 75-74 lead with
one second remaining.
Most of the time one second would-
n’t make a difference. 
Most of the time.
Warriors senior guard Jon Urbach
drove the length of the court and
made a layup right before time
expired to give Winona State the win.
Bears batter Dragons
Having lost to Winona State by one
point, MSUM failed to find new form











The MSUM wrestling team won three
matches at the Limestone Duals and
placed third at the Carson-Newman
Open.
MSUM defeated Carson-Newman 23-
12, Anderson (N.C.) College 29-9 and
host team Limestone College 33-15 at
the Limestone Duals in Gaffney, S.C.,
on Thursday.
The next stop on the Dragons’ one-
week tour of the southeast was the
Carson-Newman Open in Jefferson
City, Tenn., where senior Josh Jansen
and junior Chris Tuchscherer each
won individual titles, leading MSUM to
third place.
Coach Keenan Spiess said it was a
good opportunity for the Dragons to
compete against wrestlers with differ-
ent techniques.
“It was good to see the styles down
there so when we get to nationals, we
know how to wrestle them,” he said.
The NCAA Division II tournament,
which will be held March 11-12 in
Omaha, Neb., will feature the top four
wrestlers from each weight class in
each region.
Jansen, who one of three Dragons
who qualified for last season’s nation-
al tournament, agreed it was a benefit
to wrestle teams outside the region. 
With tournaments and duals,
Jansen, or any other Dragons wrestler
might take on the same athlete two or
three times in a season.
“You see them all year—Nebraska-
Omaha, Augustana, MSU Mankato,”
Jansen said. “Everybody ends up
wrestling at least one (nationally)
ranked guy, if not two or three.”
Spiess said MSUM’s participation in
the Limestone Duals was also a
chance to support Limestone College’s
wrestling program. 
The Saints are in their first year with
wrestling as a sanctioned sport after
several years with a club program.
“I think it’s just good for Division II
wrestling,” Spiess said.
The Carson-Newman Open was a
chance at redemption for Jansen. He
won an 8-5 decision over Carson-
Newman’s Isaac Bernard for the 157-
pound championship.
Bernard had defeated Jansen 3-2 at
the Limestone Duals earlier that week. 
It also marked the first win in a college
tournament for Jansen, who earned
All-American honors last season after
taking eighth place at nationals.
Tuchscherer was also an individual
champion at the Carson-Newman
meet, pinning Limestone’s Richard
Vickers, Carson-Newman’s Scott
Barrett and the University of North
Carolina-Pembroke’s Lewis Polly to
claim the top spot at heavyweight. 
Tuchscherer has a 16-0 individual
record this season for the Dragons.
Junior Ben Keen took third for the
Dragons at 141 with a 21-4 major
decision over Cumberland College’s
Dustin Center. 
Freshman Rockie Stavn also took
third at 165. Junior Danny Meyer
(149) and senior Eric Hageman each
took fourth for the Dragons.
The Dragons (10-4) concluded their
regular season against Southwest
Minnesota State, Marshall on
Wednesday, Feb. 16 at Alex Nemzek
Fieldhouse, and head to Marshall on
Feb. 27 for the North Regionals. 
The MSUM men’s and
women’s track and field teams
took part in both the Husky
Open in St.








A b e r d e e n ,
S.D.
At the
Husky Open on Saturday,
freshman Steve Solum took
second place in the 500-meter
with a time of 1 minute, 8.41
seconds. It was Solum’s first
time running the 500. Senior
Joe Lynch took third with a
time of 2:41.76 in the 1,000.
The men’s distance medley
team placed first and set a
season-low time at 10:40.
In the men’s 1,600 relay the
Dragons placed fifth with a
time of 3:36.31.
“I was really impressed with
our distance medley relay. I
was not expecting to win,”
said Solum, who was part of
the 1,600 and distance med-
ley teams.
Sophomore Matt Jahnke and
freshman Derik Brugger tied
for fourth in the pole vault
with a height of 14 feet.
On the women’s side, MSUM
junior Kristan Anderson took
first in the triple jump with a
jump of 35 feet, 8 1⁄4 inches.
Anderson also took fourth in
the long jump with a distance
of 16-4 1⁄2.
Freshman Katie Weinberg
took second in the 500 with a
time of 1:26.54 seconds while
senior Erin Pesta placed third
in 1:27.81.
“I think we did really well
overall,” said Weinberg, who
ran the 500 for the first time.
Diane Miller placed third in
the 800, running a time of
2:35.31.
MSUM took home fifth, sixth
and seventh place in the
1,000 run. 
Freshman Holly Farwell ran
it in 3:25.02 while sophomore
Allison Janssen ran a time of
3:25.54. Junior Kerry Plath
crossed the line almost exact-
ly one minute later.
The Dragons took fourth in
the 1,000 relay at 4:23.78.
In the weight throw, Kristen
Bentz placed fourth with a
throw of 42-2, and in the pole
vault, junior Tiffany Spriggs
placed fourth with a vault of
10-5 3⁄4. 
Spriggs took sixth place at
the NSIC Pentathlon. The
junior ran the 800 in 3:20.54
and had a high jump of 4-7.
In the men’s heptathlon,
freshman Daniel Sundeen
placed seventh.
Sundeen finished the 1,000
in 3:01.66 and pole-vaulted
11-9 3⁄4.
Freshman Jeremy Stranko,
finished ninth overall. In the
pole vault, Stranko vaulted
12-1 1⁄2.
“We have to improve and get
better this week,” MSUM
coach Keith Barnier said.
“Some people improved this
past weekend. Overall I think
we hit a plateau a little bit. I
don’t think we did as well as
we could have.” 
MSUM returns to Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse
for the first time since January with a pair
of pivotal NSIC games this weekend.
It’s good timing for the Dragons, who
host surprising Minnesota-Crookston on
Friday and Bemidji State on Saturday.
Minnesota-Crookston, which has been
steadily improving the past few season, is
currently tied for second in the NSIC with
Concordia-St. Paul.
The Golden Eagles are led by their front-
court duo of junior forward Karna Plaine,
who averages 15 points and six rebounds
a game, and sophomore forward Kari
Score, who is averaging 14 points and six
rebounds a game.
If MSUM pulls off a weekend sweep,
they’ll be one game away from securing
home-court advantage for the NSIC tour-
nament.
The Dragons have four regular season
games remaining and will need to win at
least three of them to clinch the regular
season conference championship.
If things go their way and both
Concordia-St. Paul, Northern State and
Southwest Minnesota State drop one or
both of their weekend games, the Dragons
could be able to clinch with two wins.
“If some things fall into place, if we were
able to sweep, we’re in pretty good
shape,” MSUM coach Karla Nelson said.
Nelson acknowledges that the upcoming
weekend is important for MSUM for
another reason, although she prefers to
downplay it as much as possible.
“Other people think about it more than
me,” Nelson said.
The sixth-year coach is one win away
from moving into a first-place tie for all-
time coaching wins with Lori Ulferts, who
coached the Dragons from 1989-94 and
held an 81-62 record.
All of that time was spent while coach-
ing the Dragons in the NAIA ranks while
Nelson, whose record as the Dragons
coach is currently 80-55, has only
coached in NCAA Division II.
“When you’re at one place, you’re bound
to break something, whether it be a mir-
ror, a chair, a clipboard or a record,”
Nelson said.
Nelson is being humble as usual, bank-
ing that her next two victories as coach
get MSUM the more important home
court advantage. 
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D R A G O N S
MSUM DRAGONS ...... 18-5 8-2
Concordia-St. Paul ...... 17-6   7-3
Minn.-Crookston .......... 15-8 7-3
SW Minn. State ........... 16-8 6-4
Northern State.............. 14-9   6-4
Wayne State ................ 17-8     5-5
Winona State ...............   3-20     1-9





6 p.m.       Friday
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL WEEKEND PREVIEW
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor
Jansen, Tuchscherer win individual awards on road trip
WRESTLING
❒ WEAKNESS, from 8
Chura can be reached
at churaje@mnstate.edu.
Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.




Weibel and Swenson each
scored 14 points for the
Dragons.
Kim Dreyer led four Warriors
(3-20, 1-9) in double figures
with 14 points.
MSUM shot 55 percent from
field-goal range while shoot-
ing 16 of 20 from the free-
throw line.
“I thought we were pretty
sharp,” Nelson said. “But to
their credit, they continued to
play.”
MSUM prepares for pivotal home weekend
Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.
NSIC STANDINGS
Marquardt can be reached
at speedracer787b@hotmail.com.
Anderson sets pace for MSUM
INDOOR AND TRACK AND FIELD
on Saturday, losing to
Concordia-St. Paul 70-63 at
Gangelhoff Center.
Unable to answer the chal-
lenge of the Golden Bears (14-
9, 4-6) in the first half, the
Dragons trailed 33-31 at half-
time. 
The Dragons played less
effective ball even though
senior forward Chris
Anderson scored a season-
high 25 points. 
“It looked like a hard loss,
but the game was close, just
not by one possession,”
Engen said.
However, the Dragons came
back fighting in the second
half.
Senior forward Eddie Small
tied the game up at 33 and
Anderson sank a 3-pointer as
the Dragons took the lead.
MSUM continued to improve,
stretching the margin up to
four points.
But, midway through the
half, the Dragons suffered
four turnovers in five min-
utes, letting the Golden Bears
reclaim their lead and eventu-
ally pull away for the win.
The Dragons return home
for the first time this month
this weekend, playing
Minnesota-Crookston at 8
p.m. Friday and Bemidji State
at 8 p.m. Saturday at Alex
Nemzek Fieldhouse.




MSUM won all three of its
doubles matches to defeat
Concordia in the women’s
tennis season opener Friday
at Courts Plus.
Rose Milless and Kathryn
Helget defeated Beth Meier
and Leigh Bonemeyer 8-2 in
the first doubles match.
Singles: 1. Helget, MSUM, def. Meier, 6-
3, 6-0. 2. Milless, MSUM, def. Bonemeyer,
6-3, 6-0. 3. Styba, CC, def. Quast, 5-7, 6-
3. 4. Schendel, CC, def. Helgeson, 6-4, 7-
5. 5. Buesing, MSUM, def. Hoaglund, 6-3,
6-1. 6. Emmel, CC, def. Irina, 6-6, 6-2.
Doubles: 1. Helget-Milless, MSUM, def.
Meier-Bonemeyer, 8-2. 2. Quast-
Helgeson, MSUM, def. Styba-Schendel, 8-
6. 3. Buesing-Cederberg, MSUM, def.
Haglund-Gorhmann, 8-4.
Jansen Tuchscherer
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Abuse Crisis Center and the
Women of Juarez.
It seems the women in this
department have much to be
proud of.
I believe the bitter com-
ments made by the student
were nothing but a cheap
advertisement for their new
“women”-friendly company. It
is sad that they would talk
about a distinguished pro-
gram in the community that




regardless of gender, race and
age—even major. It isn’t fair
to diminish the women and
their hard work in this
department by saying there is
nothing here for them.
I wrote this letter to tell the
campus community and
prospective theater students
that all of them are welcome
to audition for any show. You
as performers or even as
playwrights are welcome in
our department at any time.
I wrote this letter in defense
of the women of this depart-
ment and to tell them we
wouldn’t be a good depart-
ment without their hard work
and dedication.
I wrote this letter in defense
of myself and my belief in and
loyalty to this department. I
am proud to be part of it
whether it is onstage, back-
stage or even in the audience
supporting my pseudo-fami-
ly.
I did not write this letter to
criticize anyone’s company or
dreams of having a good com-
pany. I myself know that our





❒ THEATER, from 4
reflected upon what had
transpired the previous
night. Oh, it was a lovely date
that was either ruined by my
social dullness or the social
anarchy that came forth
when my date told me he has
a girlfriend, but she is very
open and wants to know if I
would be interested in a
threesome? 
Yes, people do need people,
but I’m not sure I need three
people at once. So naturally,
I was once again part of the
have-nots on Valentine’s
Day. It’s important for the
have-nots to find some other
reason to celebrate
Valentine’s Day. 
The chronically single peo-
ple need to remake
Valentine’s Day into our own
image, because every one
deserve at least one day
when we are reminded that
something in our life makes
sense and is worth going
through everything else in
life that sucks. 
Let us fight for our own
meaning in Valentine’s Day.
❒ BROWN, from 4
Are you a have or have-not? 
E-mail Edward
at edwardtjbrown@yahoo.com.
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CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges
$3 for the first 30 words and $1
for each additional 20 words.
Classified ad forms are avail-
able in The Advocate office
during business hours.
Payment is required in advance
of publication. Classifieds will
not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no
refunds are given on cancels
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m.
for the issue published on
Thursday, no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with
payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds,
Minnesota State University
Moorhead, Box 130, Moorhead,
MN 56560. Ads with payment
may also be dropped off in The
Advocate office. Room 110 in
the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is
responsible only for the cost of
the first incorrect insertion of
the ad. It is the responsibility of
the advertiser 
ocate is not responsible for
errors due to illegible copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAIL-
ABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted,
Other, For Rent, Miscellaneous.
For Rent Misc.
Spring Break 2005. Travel with
STS, America’s No. 1 Student
Tour Operator, to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-cam-





3-4BR/3BA, 1 Blk to Concordia,
new kitchen w/ dishwasher,
washer and dryer included.  808
4th St S. Short-term lease
through April or May. Available
ASAP or at semester.
Garrick/Mary Larson 218-299-
4304/218-287-1047. 
Why are we here? Exploring
your key questions about life,
love and God. Wednesday, Feb.
23, 7-8:30 pm at MSUM, CMU
203. Presented by ECKANKAR,
religion of the light and sound of
God.
Pregnancy Testing. Services are
free and confidential. Empower
yourself, know your options. If
you think you could be pregnant,
call FirstChoice at 237-6530 or
toll-free 1-888-237-6530. 
New and Exciting Entertainment
Magazine to the
Fargo/Moorhead area  needs 
people for sales, promotions,
writing, editing, DJing, photogra-
phy and  interns. 
Call 1-866-554-0706.
Spring Break/Mexico. From
$499. Reps go free. 800-366-
4786.  www.mazexp.com.
Available December 1. Only two
blocks from MSUM campus.
Large two bedroom in quiet
smoke-free four plex. Extra large
kitchen. Contact 233-1881.
Available December 1. One bed-
room close to MSU. Clean cozy
unit. New kitchen. Off-street
parking. Smoke-free non-pet
building. $350. Contact 233-
1881 for appointment.
Earn extra $$$ for Spring Break!
Tele-fundraise for political and
non-profit groups. 15-40 hours
per week. Mornings, nights &
weekends pay $9.50. Earn up to
an extra $8/hr in bonuses.
Flexible scheduling. Call 239-
9223 or stop by 112 N.
University Dr. #322, Fargo. 
FREE TANNING EFF. 1, 2, 3
bedroom apartments with paid
heat, garbage, water and sewer.
Indoor heated pool, hot tub and
fitness center. Underground
heated parking garage. Pets
welcome. Call 701-356-3801.
Mention this ad and receive 1/2
off 1st month’s rent. 
NDSU/MERITCARE
3BR-2BATH or 1 & 2 bedrooms.
Indoor pool, sauna, controlled
access. Newly done light oak
cabinets, green counters, built-in
microwaves, wood flrs,
kitchen/dining, walk-in closets.
Heat pd, cats OK. 
235-4721/729-4101
Indoor pool. 1 blk of W. Acres. 
Weight - Exercise rm, sauna,
resort-like living. Heat pd.
Efficiency, 1 & 2 bdrm, gorgeous
yards, w/ playground. NEW
kitchen & dining rm. Cat OK.
Call Tanya 282-6357.
Need Sewing Done??
Becky’s Sewing Center does
alterations, bridal and formal
wear,  pattern work and hem-
ming. Stop by 725 Center Ave.
in American Square near Taco
John’s or call 218-233-5130.
Beautiful 3-bedroom house for
rent, walking distance to MSUM
and Concordia.
Available June 1.  Call 298-6253
for details.
Seeking talented, outgoing,
energetic individual for assistant
music director- DJ position.
Music knowledge helpful.
Advancement & pay based on
performance. Must have good
driving record & willing to work
weekends. OTJ training provid-
ed. (701)234-9492
The Advocate 


















or come to 
CMU 110.
Web design tutor. Papers proof
read. Call (218)233-0503 ask for
Naomi. E-mail gillna@mnstate.
edu $10 for an hour.
A is for Advocate
That danger is always there. It’s
always in the back of our mind; you
have to make it stay in the back. She
just lost her focus for a second, that’s
why she hit.”
She didn’t do that particular dive
again until about three months ago.
“She’s going to have
some fear because she
respects what can hap-
pen,” Peters added.
“It’s just part of the
sport. I’ve seen tons of
people slam their hands
on the exact same dive,”
Chaussee said. “I knew it
was coming.”
Another common con-
cern has been the divide
between the 27 swimmers
and the three divers.
“The coaches make a lot of effort to
keep us together,” Chaussee said.
Practicing in different pools at differ-
ent times makes it hard. So she
appreciates when swimmers watch
diving practices.
It’s tough to be part of a team that
doesn’t work directly with each other,
but Peters said she has handled it
well. But Chaussee’s fellow divers and
swimmers have remained supportive.
She said the Concordia women, with
whom the Dragons practice, have also
been helpful. 
Her eight-year swimming and diving
career started the summer after sixth
grade, when she saw a posting about
a swim team during swimming
lessons. 
Peters immediately knew he liked
what he saw while recruiting
Chaussee. 
“We knew that she had the potential
to become even better than she was,”
he said.
Chaussee spent much of her fresh-
man year learning the 3-meter.
“Once that was behind
her, she could really start
developing some difficult
dives,” Peters said. “Last
year, she was better at
the 3-meter; this year,
she’s really developed her
1-meter. Both boards—
she’s pretty equal,”
Peters said. “It really
depends on the day.
She’s really consistent on
all of the dives in all of
the categories.”
Chaussee doesn’t have one favorite
dive. “I’m just trying to perfect the
ones I have,” she said. 
Peters said the sophomore has
matured and grown into a leader in
her two years with the Dragons, and
he and diving coach Pat Anderson
have discussed the possibility of an
expanded leadership role.
“She can help bring along other
divers. Not just doing it for herself,
but also helping others achieve the
kind of success she’s achieved,”
Peters said. “She didn’t have that—
it’s something she wished she could
have had. To be in that position would
be really important for her.”
“It’s a good chance to build
up relationships with profes-
sors in the community,”
Myrmel said. 
She expects an equal num-
ber of students and profes-
sionals.
Lunch will be served during
a panel discussion featuring
four professionals, with
Kerstin Kealy from WDAY
news acting as moderator. The
cost for lunch is
$5 for students








it’s like to work
in an advertising
agency. 
Karsh will then present
“Confessions of a Recruiting
Director” at 6 p.m., which
includes information about
how to write good résumés
and cover letters, and how to
interview well. Two résumé
makeovers will be given away
at the presentation.
Mass communications pro-
fessors are also looking for-
ward to the day’s events.
Professor Jodi Mattern is
requiring her introduction to
mass communications classes
to attend the event. Others
have cancelled their classes to
encourage students to go. 
“They’re probably
more excited










them to learn first-
hand about event planning
skills. Both planners said
organizing the Commun-ica-
tions Summit has taken over
their lives, but it’s worth it. 
“We’re changing the Ad Club
for the better,” Schiff said.
“We’ve got things to say,
things to do.”
Karsh worked for Leo
Burnett advertising agency in
Chicago for 15 years, 10 in
recruiting. He has been fea-
tured on CNBC, The Wall
Street Journal, Fortune maga-
zine, The Chicago Tribune and
CNN.com. 
When he left Leo Burnett in
2002, he was the vice presi-
dent and director of talent
acquisition, which means he
was responsible for all of the
agency’s hiring. He’s read
more than 10,000 résumés.
“I’ve literally seen it and
heard it all. It amazed me how
poor so many of those
résumés were,” Karsh said. 
Karsh decided to use his
knowledge and experience to
help graduates have more
successful job searches by
creating jobbound.com, an
online service that offers
résumé overhauls, 30-minute
mock interviews and cover let-
ter help. 
Karsh didn’t get his own
start the way he advises stu-
dents. 
“I did every single thing
wrong,” he said. “I wasn’t real-
ly sure what I wanted to do
when I graduated.” 
He interviewed with Leo
Burnett at a career fair.
Afterward, he sent a letter
indicating interest and copy of
references. After another
interview and landing the job,
a colleague pointed out that
Karsh had spelled Leo Burnett
wrong four times in corre-
spondence. His advice: dou-
ble- and triple-check your
spelling.
While talking about the fac-
tors that help graduates land
jobs in the industry, Karsh
said it helps to be flexible
about location. 
“The more flexible you can
be, the better chance you can
get a job,” Karsh said. “It’s a
function of your flexibility.”
“You shouldn’t think, ‘Well
gosh, this is the job I’ll have
for 20 years,’ because chances
are you won’t. The average
first job lasts 11-13 months,”
Karsh added. 
Sometimes where you’re
from can affect the impression
you give potential employers. 
“I think companies should
want people with diverse
backgrounds, whether it’s
geography, race or gender. The
more diverse the workplace
the better; (but) certain
recruiters and certain compa-
nies can have biases about
certain geographic locations,”
he said. 
Many graduates take their
time finding work in their
field, whether it’s to backpack
through Europe or they simply
want some time to relax. Is
this damaging to hireability? 
“The short answer is, it’s not
the end of the world,” Karsh
said. “The more prepared you
are, the more actively involved
in the search you are, the bet-
ter off you are.” 
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better chance you can
get a job. It’s a func-





Holt can be reached
at mera52@hotmail.com.
❒ SUMMIT, from front
Holt can be reached
at mera52@hotmail.com.





seen tons of people
slam their hands on
the exact same dive.
Sarah Chaussee
MSUM diver
“
